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We want to cover the vertex set of edge-colored graphs with few
monochromatic pieces.

Examples

Color the edges of Kn with two colors.

I “pieces”=trees: There is a monochromatic spanning tree.

I “pieces”=paths: The vertices can be covered by two
(disjoint) monochromatic paths. Gerencsér–Gyárfás [1967]
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History of path covers

Gerencsér–Gyárfás [1967]: vertices of 2-colored Kn can be
partitioned into 2 monochromatic paths.

What about r -edge-colored Kn?

I Gyárfás [1989]: it can be covered with O(r4) mono paths
Conjecture: it can be partitioned into r mono paths

I Erdős–Gyárfás–Pyber [1991]: partition into O(r2 log r) cycles

I Gyárfás–Ruszinkó–Sárközy–Szemerédi [2006]:
partition into O(r log r) cycles

Tight results for r = 2 (Bessy–Thomassé) and r = 3 (Pokrovskiy).

Our results are about covering the Erdős-Rényi random graph Gn,p

with monochromatic cycles.
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Covering random graphs

Bal–DeBiasio [2017]: How many monochromatic trees are needed
for covering the vertex set of an r -colored Gn,p?

Theorem (Bal–DeBiasio)

I If p � ( log nn )1/(r+1) then constantly many are enough whp.

I If p � ( log nn )1/r then constantly many are not enough whp.

Conjecture (Bal–DeBiasio)

If p � ( log nn )1/r then Gn,p can be partitioned into r trees whp.

I Bal–DeBiasio: 2-colored case when p � ( log nn )1/3.

I Kohayakawa–Mota–Schacht [2016+]: conjecture holds for
r = 2.
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Our result

Theorem (K–Mousset–Nenadov–Škorić–Sudakov, 2017+)

If p > n−1/r+ε then the vertices of an r -edge-colored Gn,p can be
covered by O(r8 log r) monochromatic cycles whp.

If p � ( log nn )1/r then whp constantly many cycles are not enough
to cover the vertices.

I Closes the gap in the probability range of the tree covering
problem, as well.

The proof heavily exploits covering instead of partitioning.
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Lower bound (Bal–DeBiasio)

If p � ( log nn )1/r then there are colorings that require ω(1) cycles.

For every constant K , there is an independent set X of size K such
that no r vertices in X have any common neighbors.

X . . .

1 2 r − 1

r

No monochromatic path between two vertices of X .
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Upper bound

We want to cover an r -edge-colored Gn,p with constantly many
monochromatic cycles.

Two steps:

1. We first cover all but O(1/p) vertices.

2. Then cover the remaining O(1/p) vertices.
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Covering all but O(1/p) vertices

red majority blue majority green majority

We handle each color separately.



Covering all but O(1/p) vertices

red majority

≥ εnp2

Define auxiliary graph:

I Add auxiliary edge if the two vertices have many (≥ εnp2) red
common neighbors.

Auxiliary cycles can be turned into red cycles.

(Hall’s theorem)

Goal: cover auxiliary graph using few cycles.
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A1

Ar+1

A2

Let A1, . . . ,Ar+1 be sets of size 1/p.

Claim
There is an auxiliary edge between some Ai and Aj

Lemma (KMNŠS)

If the complement of G does not contain a Km,...,m (with r parts),
then G has r − 1 (disjoint) cycles covering all but O(r4m) vertices.

Generalizes a lemma by Ben-Eliezer–Krivelevich–Sudakov.
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Covering the remaining O(1/p) vertices

Idea: We create a similar auxiliary graph:

I With O(1/p) vertices, we do not need large common
neighborhoods for Hall’s condition.

I Works easily for p � n−1/(r+1).

To push it down to p > n−1/r+ε, we consider longer paths.
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